
A Word from the Pastor 

 

Dear Fall Back Saints, 

 

 On November 3rd we will once again turn our clocks back one hour as we move from Daylight Savings 

Time to Central Standard Time. Everyone will go through feelings of the days being shorter or longer and 

adjusting to the time difference. Some may think that daylight savings time is of recent origin, however, it was 

instituted in the U.S. by Congress in 1918, only to be repealed one year later. Some states choose to stay on 

standard time year-round resulting in big losses or gains for those travelling across country. The origins of time 

zones as a way of standardizing time keeping across the country came from a rather unlikely source.  

 Charles F. Dowd (1825-1904), a principal of a female seminary is credited with originating the idea of 

time zones and presenting it at his school in 1863. He submitted his proposal to a group of railroad superintendents 

in 1869. This was followed by the publication of a pamphlet proposing four time zones of 15o each in 1870. 

According to Wikipedia, the railroad industry adopted a plan developed by William F. Allen on November 18, 

1883. This plan ignored Dowd’s plan except for meridians based on the Greenwich observatory in England. 

Ironically, Dowd was run over by a train at a street crossing in Saratoga Springs in November of 1904. 

 Time is something very important for the workings of the world. All of us want to know “when”. We set 

our watches, we worry about estimated time of arrival (ETA), we become confused when we cross time zones in 

our automobiles or on planes. We even want to know how long we are likely to live. Some even want to know 

the exact day and time the world will end. Jesus has an answer for us as we read in Acts 1:6-8: 

So when they had come together, they asked him, “Lord, is this the time when you will restore the 

kingdom to Israel?” He replied, “It is not for you to know the times or periods that the Father has set 

by his own authority. But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you; and you 

will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.” 

 So, when will the second coming occur? Will it be morning where you are, or will you be a few time zones 

to the east where the noon day sun will be bearing down? All of us live in a time focused world. We run our lives 

by the clock. Some, my grandparents come to mind, ignored daylight savings time and opened and closed their 

store by the rising and setting of the sun. In some cultures, the Mexican culture for example, time is not of great 

importance. If you hear that a party is to begin at 7 p.m. for example, you best wait an hour or so before showing 

up. The philosophy in many Mexican and Mexican-American communities is, “if it is important it will be done 

in time.” 

 This may sound like I am suggesting that we throw away our clocks and simply live without worrying 

about how much time we need to do this or that. That is not the case, however. What I am suggesting is that we 

take hold of the promise of the Lord found in Acts and begin to focus our lives in such a way as to live into the 

Kingdom of God that is here now. We do not have to wait and wonder when. The Lord is here, now. The Holy 

Spirit has come upon humankind in such a way that all have the availability of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.   

Our task, then, is to move forward toward a perfect relationship with God and to not worry about our time 

limitations. I once baptized an 83 year old man who told me he had been ready for 83 years. May we know when 

we are ready so we do not have to wait that long.  

 

Grace and Peace, 

Pastor Dennis 

 


